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This study aims to examine the effects of six website quality factors, including Information Quality (IQ), Security (SE), Website Functionality (WF), Customer Relationship (CR), Responsiveness and Fulfillment (PF), and Visual Appeal (VA) on Customer Satisfaction (CS) and Loyalty (LI) through the mediation of Customer Satisfaction. Quantitative approach was applied in this study. Specifically, questionnaires were sent to 300 respondents in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The findings showed that there were relationships among website quality dimensions, Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty. Particularly, direct and indirect effects of website quality factors on Customer Loyalty were found through the mediation of Customer Satisfaction. Considering the findings, recommendations were proposed to develop OTA website quality in Vietnam. To be more specific, we make some suggestions related to gaining Customer Satisfaction and long-term loyalty from website quality dimensions.

1. Introduction

Travel and Tourism industry has been increasing its contribution to Vietnam GDP in the last 10 years, and this proportion is expected to grow by 6% in the next decade (Turner & Freiermuth, 2017). In recent years, there has been a huge transformation from traditional reservation channels to online channels in the hospitality industry (Kasavana & Singh, 2001). An increase in demand for high-quality travel products and services has caused the adoption of information technologies (IT) in this field (Law, Leung, & Wong, 2004). Specifically, a decent number of multinational hotel chains and travel agencies have used IT in their distribution, reservation, etc. (Standing, Tang-Taye, & Boyer, 2014). Hence, the use of the Internet for services as an intermediary has been creating competitive advantages of providing travel-related information and online transaction support (Law, Qi, & Buhalis, 2010; Ting, Wang, Bau, & Chiang, 2013).

Online booking is currently accounting for a large proportion of the total travel sales, according to Statistic Brain. (2017), online reservations accounted for 57% of all the
reservations made in the year 2017. In Vietnam, the revenue of OTA is predicted to grow thrice within 10 years (2015 to 2025), it is one of the growing fastest in Asia (Dang, 2017). Online travel agency (OTA) which was considered as a destination via World Wide Web allows customers to search and book for travel-related products online (Clemons, Hann, & Hitt, 1999). In other words, OTA is a website that acts as an intermediary between tourism product and service suppliers with customers.

Along with the promising rise, current OTAs are facing intense competition in Vietnam. Besides, as living standards have risen more, customers have shifted their focus from gaining satisfaction in achieving cheap prices and enjoying the experience of travel. Following this phenomenon, a good number of researchers have been focusing on identifying the factors regarding website qualities that have an influence on customers’ perception of the website, especially in the hospitality industry. Particularly, website quality has been found to have a significant impact on customers’ behavioral intentions (Morosan & Jeong, 2008; Wong & Law, 2005). There have been recent studies examining the influence of website quality on customers’ intention to use and purchase on travel-related websites (Bai, Law, & Wen, 2008; Ho & Lee, 2007; Jeong, 2004; Park, Gretzel, & Sirakaya-Turk, 2007). According to Bai et al. (2008), more researches are needed to figure out whether Customer Satisfaction plays a mediating role in examining the website quality and behavioral intention relationship. Furthermore, the mentioned relationship has not been statistically examined in the context of Vietnam.

Considering the mentioned reasons, this study is devoted to investigate whether dimensions of website quality, based on Ho and Lee’s (2007) as well as Park et al.’s (2007) frameworks, have an influence on Vietnamese Customer Satisfaction and their Loyalty to online travel agencies in Vietnam, such as Traveloka, Agoda, iViVu, Trivago, etc. Specifically, Ho and Lee’s (2007) study was dedicated to researches on online travel-related services in the context of Taiwan, and it focused on the set of measures for website quality rather than on its relations with customers’ behavior intentions. As for Park et al.’s (2007) study, the study concentrated on the relationship of website quality with customers’ behavioral intention in the United State, in which online travel services have been emerging and developing for a long time. From these differences, this study promises more detailed examination of the relations between the mentioned variables in Vietnam, an emergent country.

2. Literature review

Customer Satisfaction

In marketing, Customer Satisfaction is an important and well-studied concept (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004). From Giese and Cote (2002), Customer Satisfaction was understood as either cognitive or affective response that exists through a certain time of the purchasing process. In other words, Customer Satisfaction is customers’ evaluation of a product or service whether they are able to meet their needs and expectations or not (Oliver, 1980). To sum up, even though a decent number of studies aim to measure the construct, two ways among them were greatly appreciated to measure Customer Satisfaction as a cognitive or affective response from customers that appear at a time after the purchase of a product. Along with technological advancements, a significant number of researches were done to examine Customer Satisfaction in the online environment, which was denoted as e-satisfaction (Isfandyari-Moghaddam, 2014). E-satisfaction which is similar to the satisfaction concept was defined as the contentment customers’ previous purchasing experience in an electronic company (R. E. Anderson &
Srinivasan, 2003). According to H. Kim (2005), the same concept referred to the evaluation of the prior purchase process and customers’ experience of product usage experience.

Previous researchers have found that Customer Satisfaction resulted from service quality (E. W. Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Oliver, 1993; Zeithmal, Bitner, & Gremler, 2006) and could lead to Customer Loyalty (Choi & Chu, 2001; Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2003). In travel industry, Wen (2012) made an attempt to measure customers’ satisfaction and found that this construct is related to customers’ purchase experience. Furthermore, satisfied consumers tend to be highly motivated to purchase and recommend the company to others more frequently (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996). Hence, H. Kim (2005) asserted that it was vital to figure out how to measure e-satisfaction, because this construct was linked with repeat purchase intention and purchase behavior, the two variables have a significant contribution to the success of online businesses.

Customer Loyalty

Customer Loyalty was originally defined as customers’ biased attitudes and behavioral responses throughout the decision process to choose a brand out of a set of brands (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978). Oliver (1999) also referred to this construct as customers’ deep commitment to make a repurchase of a preferred product or service consistently. Besides, in his research Oliver proposed a process of customer loyalty which contains 3 steps: (1) valuing the product or service (cognitive loyalty); (2) having favorable attitudes towards the product or service (affective loyalty); and (3) possessing repeated purchase intention (cognitive loyalty). True loyal consumers are extremely valuable to businesses, since the effect of customer loyalty can affect firms’ financial outcomes (Reichheld, Markey, & Hopton, 2000). Particularly, they tend to overlook companies’ flaws as well as prices and they will recommend the brand to others.

Considering the previous studies, e-loyalty is considered as the level in which customers are willing to visit online shopping websites and purchase goods or services again, as well as their intention to recommend the company to other people. Specifically, on the virtual environment, Reichheld et al. (2000) believed that e-loyalty was relatively similar to the original loyalty, and was understood as the intention to revisit and repurchase in e-stores in the future (Flavián, Guinalíu, & Gurrea, 2006; Srinivasan, Anderson, & Ponnavalu, 2002). Besides, in several previous studies, this concept was conceptualized as purchase intention in the online environment (R. E. Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003; Oliver, 1999). To get a better grasp of this construct, it is vital that the antecedents and consequences of e-loyalty provide better services and keep existing customers of e-retailers (R. E. Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003; Srinivasan, Andersons, & Ponnavalu, 2002). Specifically, this construct was found for the outcome of e-satisfaction (Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003; Balabanis, Reynolds, & Simintiras, 2006; Chiu, 2004; Flavián et al., 2006), and it was significantly moderated by company level variables, such as trust and perceived value as well as individual variables (e.g., convenience motivation, purchase size, etc.) (Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003).

The Website Quality Dimensions Affect Customer Loyalty

Website quality was considered as a complicated multi-dimensional construct (Ahn, Ryu, & Han, 2007), and was asserted by Hsu, Chang, and Chen (2012) that hotels should understand the impact of this important factor to customers’ behavior. Numerous scholars investigated different dimensions of measuring website quality. For this study, the factors were based on studies of Ho and Lee (2007), and Park et al. (2007) including six dimensions:
Information quality, Security, Website functionality, Customer relationships, Responsiveness and Fulfillment, and Visual appeal.

Information quality was defined as the accuracy and timeliness of the information that a website is able to provide to customers (Ho & Lee, 2007). This dimension is related to the information presented on the websites and it is able to serve customers in the website usage, decision to purchase goods or services and affect their attitudes towards websites. According to Bai et al. (2008), information quality belongs to the website quality construct and it has a direct impact on customers’ purchase intention and also was viewed as e-loyalty (Flavián et al., 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2002) through the mediation of customer satisfaction.

Security was defined as the level to which a website is safe and able to protect customers’ personal information by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Malhotra (2005). To be more specific, it can be referred to as the ability to protect customers’ information, site popularity, and provide clear transaction procedures on a website (Ho & Lee, 2007). This dimension is one of the exclusive factors to qualify tourism services in the online environment, since customers who use services from traditional methods, especially from brick-and-mortar agencies, do not need to worry about security a lot. Previous studies had found that purchasing on shopping websites possesses greater uncertainty (Kwon, Kim, & Lee, 2002); hence, security was one of the crucial antecedents of trust and satisfaction for online purchase decisions (W. G. Kim & Kim, 2004).

Website functionality includes features regarding the ease of use, including accessibility and navigation of the website (Ho & Lee, 2007). Website functionality appeared in a large number of previous studies in the related topic as a vital factor of e-travel service, which proved that it was the antecedent of several users’ behavioral intentions and attitudes. Furthermore, website functionality was found to influence website visitors’ satisfaction, and directly related to their behavioral intention in website selection (H. Kim & Fesenmaier, 2008). In the tourism and hospitality industry, customers’ revisit and purchase intentions were identified to be significantly influenced by web functionality (Jeong & Lambert, 2001; Jeong, Oh, & Gregoire, 2001; W. G. Kim & Kim, 2004).

Customer relationship is a broad concept that has been with previous studies, and its components are also diversified. However, in this study, customer relationship was adopted from Ho and Lee (2007), who thought that customer relationship is related to the personalized services offered to customers and the interactions among website users in the online community. This feature was proved to promote members’ identification and increase the worthiness of the community (Algesheimer, Dholakia, & Hermann, 2005). In terms of interaction among website users, participation in the website community enables knowledge sharing, idea dissemination and emotional support among the members (Koh & Kim, 2004). Emphasis on product or service attributes such as customer relationship was proved to effectively increase satisfaction of customer (Toufaily, Ricard, & Perrien, 2013). In terms of customer relationships, member interaction was found to influence consumer e-satisfaction, which led to member loyalty towards the community (Pai & Tsai, 2011). In conclusion, customer relationship appears to be the sole factor among the proposed website quality variables to directly affect the interactions of website users. Besides, this study also adapted the dimension in which customer relationship was able to show the care of websites to their users, it was relative because OTA websites are in the introduction stage in Vietnam.
Responsiveness is the capacity of a website to respond to its customers’ questions, problems (Ho & Lee, 2007) or requests, and satisfactory (Park et al., 2007). In comparison with brick-and-mortar providers, e-retailers often lacked direct and timely interaction with the customers (Yang & Jun, 2002), which rendered this dimension as an important quality for online service. Practically, many companies failed to fulfill this dimension (Kaynama & Black, 2000), even though it was recognized by consumers as a method to increase service quality (Voss, 2003). Supportively, previous researchers also identified this dimension as a common and vital criterion for customers to evaluate a website (Long & McMellon, 2004; Yang & Jun, 2002; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Malhotra, 2002). Meanwhile, fulfillment was defined as the website’s success in delivering products or services and the inclination to correct any fraud in the transaction process (Ho & Lee, 2007). This dimension included the accuracy of the transaction process and how easy customers execute that procedure (Park et al., 2007). An ordering process without errors and timely delivery were being emphasized for this dimension by Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003). Overall, responsiveness and fulfillment are considered as a dimension since they are interrelated to each other. Particularly, it is futile for customers to receive a prompt, yet unreliable reply from OTA companies and vice versa. Furthermore, order fulfillment, prompt delivery, and billing accuracy were found to be predictors of Customer Loyalty to the company (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003).

According to Park et al. (2007), the design of a website was regarded as a visual appeal. Another concept is aesthetics, which is similar to a visual appeal in website quality context, was defined as the combination of different factors to make an overall impression of visual beauty (Wang, Minor, & Wei, 2011). Website design has an influence on the user’s perception of the site (Simon, 2000), which was able to impact the visit intention of website users (Xiang & Fesenmaier, 2005). Besides, a website with a decent visual appeal was able to increase customer’s revisit intention (Park & Gretel, 2007). To sum up, visual appeal is the first factor that customers encounter when interacting with an OTA website; hence, it is highly related to the first impression and overall attractiveness that customers perceive from the website. Hence, maintaining a high-quality website design is an important factor in customers’ e-satisfaction.

3. Methodology

Research proposed framework

Considering the importance of website quality dimensions, this study is devoted to investigate whether dimensions of website quality, based on Ho and Lee’s (2007) as well as Park et al.’s (2007) frameworks, have an influence on Vietnamese Customer Loyalty to OTAs in Vietnam.

H1: Website Quality dimension has an influence on Customer Satisfaction of OTA Websites

H2: OTA Website Quality dimensions and Customer Satisfaction have an influence on their Loyalty to OTA Websites

H3: OTA Website Quality dimensions has an influence on Loyalty through the mediation role of Customer Satisfaction

Questionnaire design and data collection

The research applied a quantitative method, which utilized the data in numbers, mathematics, statistical tools and so on, to measure the accuracy of respondents’ answers. This
method is specifically beneficial to measure and analyze data on the relationship between independent and dependent variables proposed in the model.

An online survey was conducted for data collection. The respondents were selected about one month and they were people who have used OTA to book for accommodations in HCM City. Questionnaires were sent both online and offline with helpful guidance information on questionnaires. The offline method was the main means in the survey and in the online method, questionnaires were sent to the respondents by e-mails, or on Facebook fan page of travelers, etc.

The questionnaire used to collect quantitative data consists of three following parts: (1) Customers’ experience and habit of using OTA websites, (2) Customers’ evaluations on OTA websites. Likert scale method was applied with anchors ranging from “1 - strongly disagree” to “5 - strongly agree”, (3) Demographic information and experience with OTA websites of respondents.

**Sample background**

From the data collection process, 300 responses were selected from Vietnamese customers who have the experience of using OTA websites to book accommodation. Particularly, the percentage of female respondents was higher than that of males, 57.33% and 42.67% respectively. Besides, the majority of respondents belonged to the 20 - 24 age group with 44.60%. The second group from 25 - 29 years of age with 25.82%. The other two groups accounted for 15.48% and 14.08% respectively at the age of 30 and older, and at the age of 19 and younger. In terms of income, the income groups that accounted for the majority of the respondents ranged from above 1,000,000 VND to 10,000,000 VND with more than 75% of the total. The two groups which ranged from 1,000,000 VND below to over 10,000,000 made up 13.10% and 10.71% respectively. With respect to marital status, a huge proportion of the respondents (65.48%) was single. Besides, the number of married respondents was half the singles, with 27.38%. The remaining was 7.14% for other categories, including people who were divorced, engaged, etc. For education, more than 50% of the respondents were college students. The second proportion was the group of graduated people with 32.14%, followed by the category of post-graduate such as Master Degree, Doctor Degree, etc. Finally, the least part of the respondents belonged to High school or below with approximately 2.18%.

In surveying the traveling and OTA using habit, Booking.com was the most used website of respondents with more than 30%, followed by Traveloka with 25.93% and Agoda with 19.58%. The remaining ranged from 0.53% to 7.14% of the total respondents included OTA websites such as Chudu24, Trivago, Ivivu, Mytour, Airbnb, etc. Besides, 70.24% of the respondents did not have the experience of reviewing OTA websites and the majority of the respondents, which made up nearly 60% of the total respondents, made one to six trips for the past two years.

**4. Research findings**

**Table 1**

Summary of independent variables with reliability coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given names</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1</td>
<td>Information Quality (IQ)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Factor Analysis and Reliability

In this analysis, Reliability Test (Cronbach’s Alpha) and Exploratory Factor analysis (EFA) were tested on the Independent Variables and Dependent Variables.

Regarding independent variables, KMO value was .850 and Barlett’s test of Sphericity value was significant (p = .000), which proved that this factor analysis was valid. Besides, the six variables made up for 67.003 percent of the total variance, which was higher than 50 percent.

For dependent variables, KMO value was .939, which was higher than .6. Besides, Barlett’s test of Sphericity had a significant level of p = .000. Hence, two dependent variables were reasonable in terms of statistics. Furthermore, these two variables accounted for 75.817 percent of the total variance.

Factors Affecting LI

In Pearson’s Correlation Analysis, the strength of linear connections between independent variables with each other and with dependent variables was calculated. All factors were correlated with each other. The highest correlation was between CS and LI, indicating that Customer Satisfaction was closely related to their loyalty to an OTA website. Other independent variables were correlated with LI at .160, .196, .235, .262, .243, and .059 for IQ, SE, WF, CR, PF, and VA respectively. From Multiple Regression Analysis, it can be concluded that CS and CR were the two factors that had direct significant positive effects on Customer Loyalty with B = .699 and B = .134 respectively. It inferred that the higher the customer relationship and satisfaction dimension of the website customers perceive when using it, the higher the level of customer loyalty increases. Besides, the model summary table showed that R square was .483, which infers that 48.3% variation of Customer Loyalty to OTA websites was explained by the model.
Indirect effects

Particularly in this model, CS is the moderating factor that directly affects LI and it is also affected by six independent variables. Hence, the variables that directly influenced CS also had an indirect effect on LI. In this case, IQ, SE, WF, CR and PF were factors affecting CS; and therefore, the indirect effects of these variables on LI through the mediation role of CS were calculated according to Path analysis. Specifically, the results were at (.135), (.085), (.159), (.074) and (.139) for five independent factors IQ, SE, WF, CR and PF respectively.

Significance of the Indirect Effects

Bootstrapping method was conducted through Preacher and Hayes (2008) to verify the significance of the calculated indirect effects. According to Preacher and Hayes (2008), if there was a zero between lower (LLCI) and upper (ULCI) boundary of the confidence interval, the indirect effect was not significant; otherwise, it could be confirmed. Table 3 shows the result of bootstrapping test on this model. In this case, all of the indirect effects of IQ, SE, WF, CR, and PF on LI through the mediating role of CS were verified at 90% confidence interval, since the LLCI and ULCI were positive and no zero lies between them. The mentioned effects were at \(B = .135\), \(B = .085\), \(B = .159\), \(B = .208\), and \(B = .139\) respectively.

Table 3
Effect coefficients between independent variables, CS and LI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>LLCI</th>
<th>ULCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>.699</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.699</td>
<td>.0775</td>
<td>.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.0293</td>
<td>.1476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.0873</td>
<td>.2437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.159</td>
<td>.159</td>
<td>.0083</td>
<td>.1502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>.0636</td>
<td>.2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.592</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The researcher’s data analysis

The causal Effects of Tourists’ Loyalty

From Table 3, it can be seen that CS factor possessed the strongest influence on Customer Loyalty with \(B = .699\), followed by Customer Relationship (\(B = .208\)), Website Functionality (\(B = .159\)), Responsiveness and Fulfillment (\(B = .139\)), Information Quality (\(B = .135\)), and Security (\(B = .085\)). Overall, the total effects of these variables on Customer Loyalty are .726.
5. Discussion and recommendation

Discussion

The link of website quality to Customer Loyalty was found to be relatively strong in the study. Specifically, two factors, CS and CR, had a significant effect on LI at $B = .699$, Sig = .000; and $B = .134$, Sig = .004. Besides, five factors, including IQ, SE, WF, CR and PF indirectly affected the loyalty variable through the mediating role of Customer Satisfaction, which suggested the fact that OTA website quality may guarantee customers’ loyalty to the website. From path analysis, the total effects of IQ, SE, WF, CR and PF on LI were (.135), (.085), (.159), (.208), and (.139) respectively. In terms of the relationship between Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty, a great number of previous researches also asserted the same ideas. Specifically, the degree of satisfaction was the antecedent of Customer Loyalty (Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2003). Additionally, satisfied customers had the tendency to recommend the company to others more frequently, which was an act of customer loyalty (Zeithaml et al., 1996). Supportively, Customer Satisfaction was the main determination of customers’ behavioral intention (Liao, Chen, & Yen, 2007).

With respect to the relationship of independent variables for Customer Loyalty, several studies have the same findings. According to Ho and Lee (2007), e-service quality, including website functionality, responsiveness and fulfillment, customer relationships, information quality and security, subsequently affected Customer Loyalty. The mediating role of Customer Satisfaction was also highlighted in the link between website quality and behavioral intention in previous researches. It was found that E-service quality had a strong influence on customer e-satisfaction, and then to e-loyalty (Yen & Lu, 2008). Supportively, Dabholkar, Shepherd, and Thorpe (2000) proposed that customers formed an effective evaluation known as satisfaction based on their attitudes towards the performance of the products, then it, in turn, led to their loyalty.

In this study, Visual Appeal (VA) of the OTA website did not significantly affect
Customer Satisfaction either. The reason may be due to the fact that nowadays the website of good quality leads customers to consider this dimension as a hygiene factor or, conversely, it only affects customers’ behavioral intention negatively when it is of extremely poor quality. Besides, most of the OTAs nowadays follow a general trend of minimalism so their websites look similar in appearance.

Furthermore, the findings were aligned with previous researches regarding user experience (UX), which was a kind of experience customers perceive from the use of service functionality (Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Wäljas, Ojala, & Segerståhl, 2010), and user interface (UI) which was basically the website design in the case. Regarding UX design, investing in this aspect, namely improving usability, ease of use, and functions related to the interaction between customers and products, is able to increase customer satisfaction and loyalty (Kujala, Roto, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Karapanos, & Sinneläa, 2011). As for UI, according to Hackos and Redish (1998), users unconsciously acknowledged the design; and therefore, perceive it has no effect on their behaviors.

**Recommendations**

Considering the results from this study, OTA website developers and managers should pay attention to enhance the five independent variables of website quality (Information Quality, Security, Website Functionality, Customer Relationship, Responsiveness and Fulfillment), since those aspects have positively affected Customer Satisfaction and loyalty to the site.

Customer Relationship (CR), which includes user online communication as well as interactions between the organizations with customers through OTA websites. Even though this dimension does not have as a strong effect on Customer Satisfaction as other dimensions, it possesses the highest significant effect on Customer Loyalty. This implies the fact that this dimension should be one of the first factors developed as an effective tool to increase Customer Satisfaction and then to Customer Loyalty. First of all, the items belong to this dimension that are CR4 and PF7 have the highest means of 3.49 and 3.48, and they are mainly about the site with the platform for comments and reviews. Hence, these channels should be invested and taken care of more than others in the OTA websites. Secondly, websites should make customers feel more convenient and cared about using websites. For example, OTA website should be developed to memorize customer online behavior, such as tracking cookies so that OTA companies can display an advertisement or send electronic e-mails and notifications to the appropriate market segments. These notifications can be hotel newsletters, catalogs, promotions, etc. When hotels have special offers on certain holidays, customers who frequently search for destinations can be identified and sent notices of the promotion. Thirdly, OTA managers and website developers should improve an advanced database that inputs customers’ information, such as name, phone number, email address, etc., when making transactions. Hence, customers can make faster transactions without submitting their information many times. Last but not least, OTA websites can show personalized features to customers who can be ranked bronze, silver, diamond, etc., for different care. For instance, higher-ranked customers’ payment could not be delayed from credit confirmation if they use the same credit cards.

In this study, Security (SE), which indicates the level of safety customers perceive from the website as well as the website functions related to this dimension was identified as a factor influencing Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty when using OTA websites. To
improve this dimension, firstly, OTA companies should run formal training courses for employees who are in charge of data processing. Customers have major concerns security hacker, fraud, unexpected failure system, etc. The main purpose of the training courses is to enhance data security, monitor performance, register and monitor users, maintain data integrity, detect fraud, etc. Especially, they should organize teams specializing in customers’ confirmation of online payment. Because of the item related to the confirmation of online payment, namely SE4, got the highest score from respondents with mean of 3.62. Finally, the second and third highest scored items, SE5 and SE6 with mean of 3.41 and 3.42 respectively, were about customers’ perceived security; therefore, managers should also pay attention to develop attributes that assure customers of the website’s safety. For instance, signs on the website indicate the trustworthiness of the website, such as “100% reimburse”, “registered with the Ministry of Industry and Commerce”, etc., or showing notification of tracking cookies before using the website.

As information makes up a major contribution to website quality, it possesses an influence on Customer Satisfaction and then indirectly on Customer Loyalty, Information Quality (IQ) can be developed by OTA companies in Vietnam with the following solutions. One of the methods is to provide accurate and in-depth information about the products since the highest scored item of IQ1 with mean of 3.71 was related to hotel information. Specifically, OTA companies should collect, code, store, synthesize information in such a mean that they can provide short and brief information to customers for booking accommodations, the buyer decision process for new products or services. Especially, the information system should update information every day so they could recognize new trends, new changes in consumer demand to meet customers’ needs and wants and establish distinctive competencies in the area. Since the items related to information on assisting purchasing are also scored highly such as IQ2 (mean of 3.69), IQ4 (mean of 3.66) and IQ5 (mean of 3.64). Frequent surveys should be made to study and realize customers’ insight into their requirements about destinations, accommodations and their purposes. For instance, tourists travel to Can Tho or HCM City, they always ask for the locations of hotels so the information is provided to prioritize their needs.

Considering the result drawn from this study, Responsiveness and Fulfillment (PF) is considered as the factor to which has the second-highest influencing on Customer Satisfaction and the third-highest on Customer Loyalty. To increase the capacity of this dimension, firstly, a huge budget should be invested in the customer support department of assisting customers’ problems immediately during working hours, since the item of quick help on the OTA website (PF5) in the study was the highest with mean of 3.75. Specifically, the company should cater to registering and paying for licenses of software that possess quick processor and automation. Since these types of software highly influence the speed of interacting with customers, they have been installed to boost the efficiency of OTA sites tremendously. In addition, a logical working process for the customer care team should be thoroughly designed by the managers in order to optimize the time and quality of back-end customer services to users. Besides, testers can do their work daily or weekly to keep records of the time spent on customer support. Secondly, OTA companies should pay attention to optimize website interface in order to increase convenience when customers seek help on OTA sites. For example, message boxes may be developed and made visible on the OTA website for visitors to notice easily. Finally, order cancellation and policies regarding booking process should be user-friendly and clearly explained to customers to understand. This was due to the fact that the item related to user-friendly canceling orders policies (PF1) has the second-highest with mean of 3.70.
Website Functionality (WF) is considered as one of the top influential factors of website quality on Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty when using OTA websites in this study. Hence, OTA companies should allocate a high proportion of resources to improve this dimension of their websites. Specifically, OTA companies’ managers should improve operational efficiency, which is closely linked to website functionality. First and foremost, in this study, the second most valued item in this factor was WF2 (mean equals 3.78), represents the convenient and fast usage of website, and it can be improved designing the website with convenient link and fast connections. Specifically, hyperlinks of OTA websites may be made short and easy to remember. Besides, bandwidth and hosting should be chosen to maximize the access speed to the sites. Secondly, increasing ease of use of OTA websites is also an approach to develop this dimension. Efforts should be made to increase the usefulness; for instance, repeated information can be shown on the home page with links. Thirdly, search function should be optimized, as helpful search function (WF6) was the second-highest with mean of 3.78 in WF. Specifically, an optimized search function minimizes the time customers spent on finding needed products on the websites, it is also an approach in fastening the overall processing speed of the page by designing the search algorithm. Particularly, orders of hotels should be flexible depending on customers’ purposes of traveling, customers’ preference from tracking their cookies, etc. Additionally, other functions advocating booking transactions should be incorporated on the websites, because quick transactions also increase the operational efficiency of the sites. In addition, as the highest scored item of this factor is related to website functions to assist customers in saving their time, which was WF1 with mean of 3.81, website developers should also arrange information and categories logically on the sites.

6. Conclusion

This study was able to achieve the goals and answer the three research questions proposed in Chapter 1. Specifically, six factors belong to website quality namely Information Quality, Security, Website Functionality, Customer Relationship, Responsiveness and Fulfillment, and Visual Appeal were examined in the relationship with customer relationship and loyalty. The research was able to understand the factors affecting customers’ attitude towards the website, as well as their intention to revisit and recommend to other people.

The study found significant relations among the proposed variables from 300 respondents collected from the questionnaire survey. Besides, the supported hypotheses were sufficient to verify the direct and indirect effects of website quality dimensions (IQ, SE, WF, CR, PF, and VA) on Customer Loyalty mediated by Customer Satisfaction. Among the independent variables, Customer Relationship was the only factor that has both direct and indirect influences on Customer Loyalty. Other factors besides Visual Appeal showed significant effects on Customer Satisfaction, and indirect effects on Customer Loyalty through the mediation of Customer Satisfaction. Besides, it is found that Customer Relationship possesses the highest total effect on Customer Loyalty with B = .208, followed by Website Functionality (B = .159), Responsiveness and Fulfillment (B = .139), Information Quality (B = .135), and Security (B = .085) respectively.

From these findings, certain solutions to the current problems of the tourism industry can be proposed regarding developing OTA websites to improve Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty.
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